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About This Game
Puzzle One is an extremely difficult casual permutation puzzle sandbox. Turn the handles to rearrange the marbles into their
original state. This game is a 2D analogue of the popular 3D twisty puzzle genre, and will appeal to people interested in twisty
puzzles and speed solving.
This game is very, very challenging.

Features
20 built in puzzles.
Leaderboards to track fastest solves and fewest moves (average of 5 solves).
An editor with Steam Workshop support.
Extensive color options to avoid colorblindness issues.
Puzzle One is a sandbox. It runs like an application, and has no form of progression. All puzzles are immediately available.
There is no specific goal. Figure out a difficult puzzle, or try to beat your best time on one you've mastered.
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Title: Puzzle One
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Portponky
Publisher:
Shambles Software
Release Date: 13 Jul, 2017

b4d347fde0
Minimum:
Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system
OS: Windows 7
Processor: Any
Memory: 200 MB RAM
Graphics: Any
Storage: 20 MB available space

English
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puzzle one word. puzzle one rabbit saw 6 elephants. puzzle adventure xbox one. puzzle and dragons one shot challenge. jigsaw
puzzle online. jigsaw puzzle one color. puzzle fighter xbox one backwards compatibility. one word puzzle in hindi with answer.
puzzle where is one rupee. puzzle page dec 15 one clue. puzzle 3d one piece. puzzle page feb 9 one clue. box puzzle one
variable. one variable puzzle. 8 balls puzzle one defective. puzzle move one piece to make a square. puzzle platformer xbox one.
ensky puzzle one piece. puzzle one utama. logic puzzle one always lies. jigsaw puzzle one direction. jigsaw puzzle xbox one.
puzzle move one match to make a square. name puzzle for one year old. puzzle page one clue april 20. puzzle page one clue
cheats. puzzle one clue crossword. puzzle one sweet name. co op puzzle games xbox one. puzzle page march 30 one clue. puzzle
page march 23 one clue. puzzle 3 switch one bulb. ravensburger puzzle one dot at a time. puzzle one number is correct and well
placed. ps one puzzle games. bonus puzzle answers one clue crossword. puzzle bobble xbox one. puzzle block one. puzzle page
may 4 one clue. puzzle games xbox one free. puzzle page cheats one clue. hole in one puzzle 245. box based puzzle one variable.
puzzle planet one utama. trigonometry pile up puzzle one key. one puzzle lane newton nh 03858. one puzzle vector. puzzle page
jan 13 one clue. xbox one puzzle fighter. download one line puzzle apk. puzzle page one clue. free xbox one puzzle games.
puzzle puzzle fruit one piece. describing this puzzle one across in person. puzzle and dragons one time bargain. puzzle page
march 9 one clue. puzzle page april 13 one clue. puzzle games xbox one reddit. puzzle one crossword. puzzle page feb 2 one
clue. puzzle page april 20 one clue. puzzle brain one stroke. puzzle page answers one clue. my puzzle house one utama. puzzle
missing one piece. puzzle which one fill first. puzzle page jan 20 one clue. puzzle page dec 16 one clue. puzzle one piece
amazon. puzzle page nov 18 one clue. puzzle one piece 500 pieces. puzzle choose one key. top xbox one puzzle games. wooden
puzzle for one year old. xbox one puzzle bobble. puzzle which one is two zero two four
If you like trying to solve a rubik's cube this is the same style. Fun for fifty cents!. Fun puzzle game centered around
speedsolving and solving efficiently. Scoreboard takes the average of five consecutive solves to remove some luck from the
solves and encouraging finding better algorithms. Easy to use workshop with levels made in XML. Easily worth $0.99 if you
enjoy twitsty puzzles. If you like Rubiks Cubes and other tiwsty puzzles, you'll like this.
Clean and simple interface, pick your puzzle, click scramble and solve either with mouse presses or hovering your mouse and
using the keyboard. There is a timer too and a leaderboard tracking moves and times to solve if youre into speed solving. Theres
20 puzzles to start with and workshop support so hopefully people will make more.
The editor is not friendly to begginers, you will need to know how to code in XML. There is a guide on how to do this on the
community section for the game, made by the developer, but still not a simple editor to use. I would love to see the devs update
this with some kind of drag n drop gui so idiots like me could make some puzzles.
It's cheap as chips, give it a go if you can spare the 71p. The app basically just opens with a list of arranged shapes, and you
choose one, and then have to manually enable the scramble.
Feels a bit lacking really.
There is no satisfaction for solving the puzzle, and there is no acknowledgement when you complete it.
There is a "high score" button, but looks like it currently only acknowledges the developer's time.
It a dollar, but can find free simple swap 'games' online for free.
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